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After studying this unit, you should be able to-

▪Identify and classify partial differential equations (PDE). 

▪have an idea of Cauchy problem. 

▪solve the partial differential equations by method of separation of 

variables. 



The importance of partial differential equations among the topics of

applied mathematics has been recognized for many years. However, the

increasing complexity of today’s technology is demanding of the

mathematician, the engineer and the scientists, an understanding of the

subject previously attained only by specialists. This unit of partial

differential equations (PDE) comprises identification and classification of

PDE. It also presents the principal technique method of separation of

variables for constructing solution to partial differential equation problems.

The solved and supplementary problems have the vital role of apply-ing

reinforcing and sometimes expanding the theoretical concepts.

INTRODUCTION



Classification of PDE of Second Order

Consider the second order partial differential equation

Rr + Ss + Tt + f (x, y, z, p, q) = 0 ....(1)

where R, S and T are continuous functions of x and y only possessing continuous partial

derivatives. The PDE can be classified into three categories depending on nature of values

of the discriminant S2 – 4RT. Thus (1) is known as

Hyperbolic if S2 – 4RT > 0

Parabolic if S2 – 4RT = 0

Elliptic if S2 – 4RT < 0



Classification of a Second Order PDE in More Than Two Independent Variables

A linear second order partial differential equation having more than two independent

variables can suitably be reduced, in general, to a canonical form only when the coefficients

are constants. Let x, x2,..., xn be n independent variables and u be the dependent variable,

then such a second order PDE may be written as



Case I : Elliptic PDE : If all the eigenvalues are nonzero and of the same sign, the given PDE

is of elliptic type.

Case II : Hyperbolic PDE : If all the eigenvalues are nonzero and have the same sign except

precisely one of them, the given PDE is of hyperbolic type.

Case III : Ultra Hyperbolic PDE (n ≥ 4) : If all the eigenvalues are nonzero and atleast two

of them are positive and two negative then the given PDE is of ultra hyperbolic type.

Case IV : Parabolic PDE : If any of the eigenvalues is zero, the given PDE is of parabolic

type.



Ex. 1. Determine the nature of following PDE   
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Ex. 2. Classify the following PDE as hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic :
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Sol. On comparing it with equation (1), we have
R=1,S=2,T=1

Hence the value of discriminant
S2 – 4RT = 0

Therefore given PDE is parabolic in nature.



Ex. 3. Show that the equation is elliptic for values of x and in the

region x2 + y2 < 1, parabolic on the boundary and hyperbolic outside this region.
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Sol. Given equation is



Cauchy Problem

The Cauchy problem is a boundary value problem dealing with the unique solution of a 

second order quasi–linear PDE when its initial value and slope are specified.

Statement : Determine the solution z = z(x, y) of the PDE

Rr + Ss + Tt + f(x, y, z, p, q) = 0          ...(1)

where R, S and T are in general functions of x, y, z, p and q such that the solution takes 

on a given space curve C, having the parametric equation

x = x(t), y = y(t), z = z(t)                    ...(2)

prescribed value of z and        where n is the distance measured along the normal to the 

curve.

The latter set of boundary conditions is equivalent to assuming that the values of x,y, z, p, q

are determined on the curve, but it be noted that the values of p and q can not be assigned 

arbitrarily along the curve.
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Note that characteristics are :

Real and distinct if S 2 – 4RT > 0

Coincident if S2 – 4RT = 0 and

Imaginary if S2 – 4RT < 0



Hence these are two families of characteristics if the given PDE is hyperbolic, one family if it 
is parabolic and none if it is elliptic. Thus the Cauchy problem will fail to have unique 
solution if an arc element of the base curve coincides with the characteristics.



Method of Separation of Variables

For given linear second order partial differential equation

Rr +Ss +Tt +Pp +Qq +Zz = F (x,y) ....(1)

where R, S, T, P, Q, Z and F are functions of independent variables x and y only. Let Z(x,y) be

solution of (1).

The method of separation of variables for this problem is a powerful tool and begins with

assumption that Z(x,y) is of the form X(x) . Y(y) i.e.

Z(x,y) = X(x) .Y(y) ....(2)

where X is function of independent variables x only and Y is function of independent

variables y only.





Ex. 1. Find the characteristics of  y2r – x2t = 0.

Sol. Given y2r – x2t = 0 ....(5)

Comparing (5) with

Rr + Ss + Tt + f (x, y, z, p, q) = 0, we have .....(6)



Ex. 2. Find the characteristics of  x2r + 2xys + y2t = 0                                                            .....(8)
Sol. Comparing (8) with (6) we have

R = x2, S = 2xy and T = y2

Hence
S2–4RT=0

and hence (3) is parabolic everywhere. The  quadratic is
λ 2 x2+ 2xy + y2 = 0

Solving it we get



Ex. 3. Use the method of separation of variables to solve the equation
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Sol. Let u(x, t) = X(x)T(t) be solution of given PDE where X is a function of x only and T is a
function of t only.
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